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Partnering to
protect our water
ANJEC is deeply committed to protecting and restoring the Delaware River
Watershed, a drinking water source for
more than 15 million people in New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York and
Delaware. In partnership with dozens of
sister nonprofits, and with generous
support from the William Penn Foundation (WPF), ANJEC’s efforts are focused
on strategic areas of the culturally and
environmentally iconic Delaware River,
including the Kirkwood-Cohansey Aquifer
in South Jersey as well as the NJ Highlands.
Last year, the WPF announced a $35
million multi-year initiative to support
projects that will permanently protect
more than 30,000 acres, implement more
than 40 restoration projects, pilot new
stewardship incentives for landowners
and businesses, provide replicable models
that can be implemented throughout the
watershed, and develop long-term water
quality data for the watershed at an
unprecedented scale.

Protecting the Pinelands
The Kirkwood-Cohansey aquifer is a
drinking water source beneath South
Jersey, including the Pine Barrens. The
aquifer is under threat from over withdrawal, salt water intrusion and contamination. ANJEC is focusing on analyzing
water data and supporting community
actions to ensure that there is enough
clean water for everyone’s – residents,
business, and ecosystem needs.
Unfortunately, aquifer levels are
decreasing as more water is withdrawn
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from the aquifer than is replenished.
While water for human use is stretched
to the limit in some towns, the reduced
aquifer levels are impacting ecosystems
and reducing the flow of some Pine
Barren streams. The Kirkwood-Cohansey
aquifer provides up to 90 percent of
baseflow, or minimum water levels, for
most streams in the Pine Barrens. If wells
draw down the aquifer too quickly, there
may no longer be enough water to spill
over through the soil and into Pine
Barren streams. Without the aquifer
feeding baseflow to local streams, the
entire Pinelands ecosystem is threatened
with collapse.
ANJEC is working with the
Hammonton Environmental Commission
and governing body to pilot projects that
encourage water conservation and inspire
others to do the same. We are working
with sister nonprofits to replicate these
water conservation measures elsewhere
and secure support for water conservation and planning at the State level.
ANJEC is also partnered with Woodstown
and Pilesgrove communities and Rutgers
University to construct green infrastructure projects that increase the amount of
rain and snowmelt recharging the
aquifer.

Highlighting the Highlands
New Jersey has made terrific strides in
protecting the critical Highlands watershed through preservation, regulations,
and legislation. While ANJEC’s focus in
the Pinelands is on water quantity, our
efforts in the Highlands are centered on

Click on an article to jump to that page

quality and protecting and restoring
clean water. ANJEC is educating and
mobilizing environmental commissions
and elected officials to encourage
policies and local decision-making that
support green infrastructure as a
stormwater management approach that
mimics nature’s ability to filter pollutants
from rain water as it flows across the
land.
ANJEC is also working with officials to
educate residents and enhance septic
system management. Finally, we are
supporting local officials in ensuring that
preserved easements remain as intended
when donated so that they can protect
water quality and maintain healthy
habitats.
Please join us on Facebook and Twitter
@ANJECtweets to get involved in and
support ANJEC’s efforts to protect our
local environment.

Jennifer M. Coffey
Executive Director
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What to do when a
pipeline is coming
to town
By David Peifer, ANJEC Project Director

C

ommunities throughout New
Jersey are facing proposals for new and
expanding petroleum pipelines that pose
potential risks to clean water, habitats
and public health and safety. Currently,
there are at least six proposed pipeline
projects that are active in the State and
more can be anticipated. Municipalities,
environmental commissions and citizens
may be confused because the familiar
regulatory framework under the Municipal Land Use Law generally does not
apply to long distance linear projects like
pipelines. The companies proposing these
projects are also generally well-funded,
enjoy a favorable regulatory framework
and have the power of eminent domain
to acquire rights of way.
But there are some ways towns can
help to minimize some of the negative
impacts of pipeline construction.
The projects currently active may be
grouped into three categories based on
how they are regulated: interstate natural
gas, intrastate natural gas, and oil or
refined product lines (either interstate or
intrastate).

Interstate natural gas pipelines
The siting and construction of interstate natural gas pipelines are governed
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) (www.ferc.gov/). Safety
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issues, operations and maintenance are
governed by the Federal Department of
Transportation’s Pipeline and Hazardous
Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA)
(www.phmsa.dot.gov/). Although safety
concerns are often directly related to
siting, the PHMSA’s authority only comes
into play after a route has been selected.
Concerned local governments and citizens
often find this bifurcated regulatory
approach frustrating and confusing.
FERC issues a Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity, which, by
FERC’s definition, “…allows the recipient
to engage in the transportation and/or
sale for resale of natural gas in interstate
commerce or to acquire and operate
facilities needed to accomplish this.” FERC
rarely denies these applications, and
opportunities for the public to participate
are limited and complex.
However, local governments, environmental commissions and concerned
citizens can participate in the process. As
a federal agency, FERC is subject to the
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).1 Although FERC’s
process preempts municipal control, the
NEPA procedures provide opportunities for
public and municipal input. Information on
1

42 U.S.C. §§4321-4370h

the NEPA process is found on the Council
on Environmental Quality’s website at
www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/
ceq.
Key to the NEPA process is the preparation of an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS), an Environmental
Assessment (EA) or a categorical exclusion (CE). The EIS is the most intensive
evaluation and is almost always required
for something on the scale of an interstate natural gas pipeline. NEPA Rules2
govern the process and contents of EIS
preparation.
The first opportunity the public has to
participate in the EIS process is during
what is called the “scoping period.” FERC
may hire a consultant to assist with both
scoping and EIS preparation. Scoping
takes place at the beginning of the EIS
process and involves one or more public
meetings, during which public testimony
is taken either verbally or in written form.
Following the close of the scoping period,
the FERC staff and consultant will
prepare the draft EIS following the rules
established under NEPA.3 The public can
comment on the draft EIS and these
comments may be incorporated at the
2
3

https://ceq.doe.gov/ceq_regulations/regulations.html
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/NEPA40CFR1500_1508.pdf

agency’s discretion. The final EIS then is
published in the Federal Register.
Importantly, the EIS contains an
alternatives analysis that includes the “no
build alternative” and may also include
actions to avoid, minimize, mitigate or
compensate for environmental damage.
Local governments, environmental
commissions and concerned citizens can
follow the progress of the project by using
FERC’s online system at ferc.gov/docsfiling/elibrary.asp. It is important to
express concerns during the scoping
period and to follow the development of
the EIS. FERC often seems to make a
“finding of no significant impact” (FONSI)
for these projects.
Importantly, the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP)
also has a review and permitting role for
projects crossing the State under provisions
of the federal Clean Water Act. These NJDEP
processes also allow for public and municipal input, and the most meaningful
opportunity for municipalities and environmental commissions to have an impact is
probably through the NJDEP permit
system, especially with regard to wetlands,
flood hazard areas, threatened and
endangered species and historic resources.
It is important to review the permit
process and take advantage of all opportu-

Tennessee Gas
pipeline laying
equipment in
North Jersey
SUSTAINABLY PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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Cheryl Reardon, ANJEC South
Jersey Project Director, was at
the successful Pinelands Lobby
Day on Oct. 16 at the State
Capitol in Trenton.

nities for public comment. Remember that What impacts can be expected?
the permitting process can be iterative,
The construction impacts of all pipebecause it may cause the right of way to
lines are remarkably similar. Typically,
move in response to potential impacts.
once a right of way has been secured by
the applicant, the route is cleared of all
Preparing comments
vegetation and shrubs and stumps are
First, gain an understanding of the
removed. This may have a profound
proposed pipeline route. Often the best
impact on contiguous wildlife habitats by
available information on the proposed
creating “edges” in forested areas that
route can be obtained directly from the
allow the growth of invasive species and
applicant. Once the proposed route is
the separation of formerly contiguous
known, evaluate potential impacts by
forest parcels. Land cover can readily be
comparing the route to your local Envidetermined from the ERI. Overall, tree
ronmental Resource Inventory (ERI) and
removal should be avoided or minimized
other municipal planning documents like
by routing the project through nonopen space plans or other special studies. forested areas. While operational requireIf your municipality does not have a
ments for pipelines dictate that the right
digital ERI you can use the NJDEP’s
of way may not be reforested, areas of
GeoWeb web-based mapping system
temporary disturbance, such as work
supplemented by your local knowledge to space and access roads, should be reprepare comments.
forested wherever possible.
Be as complete and thorough as
Clearing and initial grading also will
possible to safeguard the options for later increase the potential for soil erosion and
legal action. Have all issues of concern on sedimentation. Special stabilization
the record. Overall, call for avoidance of
techniques are required, especially when
impacts first, and minimization of impacts the route traverses steep slopes and
second. Only after these have been
highly erodible soils. Topsoil should
accomplished, mitigation, either on site or always be reserved for redistribution on
off site, can be entertained.
the disturbed areas. Slopes and soil
conditions are easily determined from
Intrastate and oil or refined
the ERI.
product pipelines
Pipelines commonly cross streams and
FERC does not regulate intrastate
wetland areas. When these crossing
natural gas lines or product lines. In these cannot be avoided, special techniques to
cases, the NJDEP process described above minimize disturbance, compaction,
is still the best opportunity for local
sedimentation and erosion are necessary.
comment.
Replanting disturbed wetlands and
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stream corridors is vital to maintaining
overall environmental quality.
Historic and cultural resources,
including above- and below-ground
features, should be carefully evaluated
along the route. These features should be
left undisturbed wherever possible. If
there is no alternative, they should be
carefully recorded prior to disturbance.
There are other common impacts from
pipeline construction that may continue
to need attention after construction is
completed. Soil erosion control and revegetation may require several growing
seasons, and provisions for evaluation
and retreatment must be made part of
the permits.
It is important to remember that
pipelines are large construction projects
and that thorough planning is the most
important part of the process. If a

pipeline project is coming to your
municipality, it is important to assure
that there is long term continuity and
adequate resources for assuring minimum
environmental impact.
The New Jersey League of Municipalities has provided some additional
guidance for municipalities, primarily on
issues other than environmental impacts:
• www.njslom.org/letters/2015-0129Pipeline.html
• www.njslom.org/letters/2015-0120-GasPipeline.html.

ANJEC WORKSHOPS

South Jersey Water Savers
Kirkwood–Cohansey Aquifer:
Water availability and techniques to conserve
The Kirkwood-Cohansey Aquifer provides drinking water for the coastal
plain region of New Jersey and helps keep Garden State farms growing.
This finite aquifer, designated by EPA as a “sole source aquifer,”
is showing signs of stress due to over withdrawal.
Hear from the experts about the latest water supply data
and techniques for reducing water consumption
in this vital water supply area.

Monday, April 13, 5:00 to 8:00 PM, Pilesgrove
Monday, April 27, 5:00 to 8:00 PM, Vineland
More information – www.anjec.org/ConfWorkshops.htm
To register email info@anjec.org or call (973) 539-7547
Funding for this program generously provided by the Willliam Penn Foundation
SUSTAINABLY PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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Preparing for a spill:
Be ready to assist!
By Cheryl Reardon, ANJEC South Jersey Bayshore
Project Director

O

n the evening of November
26, 2004 (the day after Thanksgiving),
the Delaware River suffered a catastrophic assault when the Greek tanker
Athos I came into contact with large
submerged objects that tore open its
single hull as it maneuvered into dock in
Paulsboro, NJ. About 300,000 gallons of
Venezuelan crude oil gushed from its
breached hull and quickly covered the
river and everything in its path. Very
sensitive habitats that host enormous
concentrations of shorebirds, waterfowl,
fish, hawks, eagles, and other wildlife
and wetland habitats were coated and
contaminated by the thick oil.
The spill spread from Artificial Island
(Salem Co) to north of Petty’s Island
(Camden Co) and affected 115 miles of
river, 280 miles of shoreline and over
16,000 birds, as well as the Delaware
River’s fish, shellfish, wildlife, and many
of its important habitats. The spill will
continue to indirectly impact this critical
estuary for decades.
The Delaware River and Bay, like most
estuaries, support many forms of commerce and recreation. Yet just one
commercial activity, the transport of oil,
through a singular mistake or accident
can potentially threaten all other
interests including the public drinking
water supply.
The Delaware River shoreline has six
major petroleum refineries that process
nearly a million barrels of crude oil per
day, as well as other chemicals associated with the refining process, producing
70 percent of the Northeast’s oil and
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gasoline. Collectively, the ports of
Philadelphia, South Jersey and
Wilmington, DE, combine to be the
largest general cargo port complex in the
nation. This volume of traffic sets the
stage for environmental accidents of
catastrophic proportions. The intensity of
oil traffic is expected to increase during
this decade and beyond, with the risk of
a major vessel collision expected to rise
greatly.*

Big spills around New Jersey
The famous American historian Arthur
Schlesinger accurately observed that,
“history has an eerie way of repeating
itself.” The estuaries around New Jersey
have been home to many an oil spill...
and probably many more yet to come as
evidenced by in recent history:
• January 1990: An Exxon underwater
pipeline ruptured and released 567,000
gallons of No. 2 fuel oil into the Arthur
Kill. The leak occurred from a 5-foot
gash in the 12-inch pipeline that
connects the Bayway Refinery at
Linden to the Bayonne Plant. The spill
occurred near the New Jersey coast,
but tides and winds moved the oil to
the three islands in the Kill and the
Staten Island coastline.

*Modeling and Analysis of Vessel Traffic in
Delaware River and Bay: Risk Assessment and
Mitigation Study; Tayfur Altiok, Benjamin
Melamed, Alper Almaz, Ozgecan Uluscu;
Laboratory for Port Security; Center for Advanced
Infrastructure and Transportation; Rutgers, The
State University of New Jersey

• March 1990: 240,000 gallons of oil
spilled from a barge into the Kill van
Kull between Bayonne and Staten
Island, closing the waterway and
blocking ships from Port Newark.
• June 1990: 260,000 gallons of oil
spilled into New York Harbor from a
ruptured tanker docking in Bayonne.
• May 1996: The 846-foot T/V Anitra
released 42,000 gallons of oil into Big
Stone Anchorage, Delaware Bay. Over
50 miles of beaches were oiled over a
two-week period.
• January 2012: A malfunctioning fuel
pump gasket for a diesel storage tank
spilled 26,000 gallons of diesel fuel into
Grenloch Lake and surrounding waterways, including Big Timber Creek and
the Delaware River.
As this issue of the ANJEC Report was
in production, authorities were investigating an oil spill near Pennsville, the
second on the Delaware River in just a
week’s time.

Lessons learned
Important lessons learned from dealing
with past spills provide a real opportunity
to make fundamental improvements in
preparedness, emergency response, data
collection, clean-up, and monitoring.

The Delaware Riverkeeper Network
worked with the NJ Watershed Watch
Network to develop its Oil Spill Toolkit to
help local watershed groups, environmental commissions and community
volunteers effectively monitor and
respond to oil spills that may threaten
the health of waterways, communities
and the environment.
(www.delawareriverkeeper.org/riveraction/dr._swat_oil_spill_toolkit.pdf)
This Toolkit offers a starting point for
citizens and environmentalists to become
familiar with available resources and
contacts, and to identify what information to report. For example, here are
some of the critical facts to have in hand
when reporting a pollution incident:
• your name and contact information;
• name and address of responsible party
(if known);
• exact location of incident (crossroads
and landmarks);
• date and time of incident;
• source and cause of the released
pollutant (if known);
• any dangers or threats;
• any injuries;
• photos (include date of photo);
• request return call update.

Cleanup workers
extract oil from
Smith Creek, a
waterway connected
to the Arthur Kill,
in Woodbridge,
New Jersey, on
November 5, 2012,
after Superstorm
Sandy's flooding led
to an oil spill at a
Motiva refinery.
(NOAA)
SUSTAINABLY PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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When reporting a spill, identify your
affiliation (i.e. member of an environmental commission or other organization) and let them know who else has
been alerted.

ERI a valuable tool
Environmental commissions should be
prepared to use the factual information
contained in their Environmental Resource Inventory (ERI) to identify environmental and community resources that
could be in jeopardy in the area of a spill
or where it might spread. Using the ERI
as a guide, the commission can coordinate information to report dangers and
threats to human populations, waterways, habitat, wildlife and drinking water.
This information can assist federal, state
and local emergency response professionals with directing community volunteers to appropriate locations, saving
precious time and resources.
Environmental commissions can
assemble volunteers and citizens concerned about the health of their river,
environment and community, who can
help gather information to determine the
areas in the most immediate need of

protective measures (such as booms), as
well as areas where protective measures
are failing and in need of repair. Response to environmental emergencies is
complex and is often spread across the
federal, state and local sectors involving
the environmental, emergency management, public safety and public health
agencies of all three.
When a catastrophic spill happens,
there is an important role for environmental commissions to play in the
response to, and documentation of, the
spill. Trained citizen monitors can have a
huge impact by identifying when and
where protective measures and/or cleanups are needed, as well as documenting
clean-up progress in the weeks, months
and years that follow.

ANJEC's 2015
Environmental Achievement Awards
To be presented at the
42nd Annual Environmental Congress
in October
Date and location to be announced
Deadline: Must be received by September 4, 2014
Mail entries to ANJEC, PO Box 157, Mendham, NJ 07945,
fax (973) 539-7713 or email info@anjec.org
For categories, application form and additional details, go to
www.anjec.org
or call ANJEC at (973) 539-7547
10
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By Lee Farnham, Ewing Environmental Commission Chair;
Stephen Carroll, ANJEC Resource Center volunteer;
and Julie Lange Groth, ANJEC Report Editor

Ewing citizens help nature in their own yards
Development of land is the bane of
habitat for many species. As open space
is lost to housing, industry, roads and
“progress,” animals, birds, reptiles,
plants, insects, trees and flowers all lose
their habitat, unless it’s preserved.
Development also leads to an increase in
emissions which contributes to global
warming, posing further threats to
wildlife.
Over the past 50 years, according to
many studies, the population of Neotropical bird species in the US has plummeted, by up to 75 percent in some
cases. New Jersey, one of the smaller
states in size but high in population
density, has more than 500 species of
birds, partly because it is on a number of
important bird migration flyways. The
area around Cape May is known around
the world for its spring and fall bird
migrations.
Twenty-five years ago, The Cornell Lab
of Ornithology started Project
FeederWatch as a way to document the
movement of feeder birds around the
country, and to see what’s happening to
them. Now, more than 15,000 participants throughout North America report
what species they see weekly, and how
many at any one time, from November
to April.

FeederWatchers periodically count the
birds they see at their feeders from
November through early April and send
their counts to Project FeederWatch,
where the data help scientists at Cornell
Lab of Ornithology track broadscale
movements of winter bird populations
and long-term trends in bird distribution
and abundance. The program collects
sitings from more than 15,000 amateur
FeederWatchers from all walks of life, and
all ages and levels of bird-watching skill.
For more than two decades,
FeederWatchers have helped scientists
understand birds. Local counts help show
how birds are faring by documenting
their numbers and movement changes
from year to year.
As you count birds for FeederWatch,
you’ll learn more about the intriguing
habits of your regular visitors – and you’ll
notice surprising new birds throughout
the winter.

How does Project
FeederWatch work?
Project FeederWatch is a citizenscience program based on backyard
observation and online reporting of birds.
SUSTAINABLY PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER

Dark-eyed Junco photographed by Project
FeederWatch citizen observer Bob Vuxinic
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The Ewing Environmental Commission
participates in FeederWatch because one
of its aims is to preserve the natural
environment in the Township. Participating in the program helps do that on a
local, state and national basis, by increasing knowledge about what birds are seen
at feeders, and with what frequency. Now
in our tenth year, we have filed more
than 160 reports and identified more
than 45 different bird species in that
time.
More information on FeederWatch:
http://feederwatch.org/
– Lee Farnham

Face off on Facebook
The use of social media by municipal
employees and appointees has become a
controversial issue in the Borough of
Highlands. While the town does not have
its own Facebook page, a resident started
an “unofficial” Highlands page, now
boasting over 2000 members, with the
stated purpose of being “a place to share
information, stories, ideas or tips and get
assistance about the town and the
surrounding Jersey Bayshore area."
While most posts are friendly, helpful
and fairly innocuous, the page sometimes
has generated lively discourse over town
operations, potential new development
and other issues. While residents seem to
appreciate the opportunity to freely
express their personal views in a public
forum, the members of the Council
complained that the administration was
spending hours each day addressing calls
or concerns raised by the Facebook page.
As a result, the Council passed a resolution in October requiring town officials,
staff, members of boards and commissions and other volunteers who posted on
the page to add a disclaimer clarifying
that they were speaking for themselves
and not on behalf of the municipality.
The measure prompted two officials to
resign their appointments, including
Barbara Iannucci of the Environmental
Commission and Art Gallagher who was
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then vice chairman of the Planning Board
and a member of the Zoning Board of
Adjustment for the past 10 years.
Iannucci said she was present when the
Council proposed the resolution, and
offered comments as a private citizen.
She felt the resolution violated her right
to free speech and read excerpts from
First Amendment court cases. Other
residents in attendance also stated their
objections, but the measure passed 3-2.
She quickly tendered her resignation
followed by Gallagher.
Because municipal resolutions do not
have the force of law, they cannot be
enforced, and Iannucci said some officials
and volunteers have continued to post on
the Facebook page without disclaimers.
She feels the page serves an important
purpose as the only forum – other than
the local coffee shop – where residents
can have an open dialogue about what’s
happening in town.
“Facebook and other social media offer
powerful and productive tools for Highlands and we should embrace this instead
of trying to limit it,” she observed.
– Julie Lange Groth

Library lecture series
enlightens
The Ocean City Environmental Commission started its environmental lecture
series in 2011 but had to take a hiatus
after Superstorm Sandy’s destruction
created a shortage of public event space.
Fortunately, the series is up and running
again at the town library and turnout has
been excellent.
Over 50 people attended the first
lecture of 2015, “Planting & Gardening by
the Sea,” and the second presentation in
February on “Birds & Birding in Cape May
County” was also well received. Earlier
lectures featured local experts on native
plants, wildlife, the beach and bay
ecosystem, local recycling practices and a
speaker from the Marine Mammal
Stranding Center.

Environmental Commission member
Donna Moore organizes and promotes
the series and secures speakers with
some help from other members and
friends, all with no budget whatsoever.
The Ocean City Library, a cosponsor of
the series, provides free advertising and a
comfortable gathering space, and the
speakers are volunteers or representatives of other organizations. Peter Ault,
the most recent Commission Chair, said
the lectures are not only informative but
also provide attendees with knowledge
they can use.
According to the municipality’s
Communication Manager and Commission Liaison Laurie Taylor, other recent
OCEC initiatives included a program to
host student groups who come out and
learn about the coastal environment. “It’s
one of the most successful things we do,”
she said. Over 800 students have gone
through the program, where they have
cleaned beaches, planted beach grass
and helped with Rutgers research studies.
– Julie Lange Groth

Through the lens of
devastation
Last November, the Borough of
Bernardsville’s Green Team, Shade Tree
Committee, and Environmental Commission collaborated on a
juried exhibition of
photographs depicting
the impacts of
Superstorm Sandy on
people’s lives and the
environment. The Public
Library hosted the display
throughout the month.

Ed English, show coordinator, said the
event was designed to encourage people
to think about the urgency of conserving
the environment and minimizing or
preventing the destruction of a future
superstorm.
Submissions were divided into categories, such as “Before and After,” “Fury of
the Storm,” “Recovery,” “Restoration”
and “Visionary Approaches.” First prize
went to David Elwood for his photo
entitled “Hurricane Dreams.” Holly
Landon won the Community Choice
award for her piece, “Buddha Survives
Sandy.” Winners each received $50 gift
cards.
In addition to the 25 entries submitted,
the show featured 15 pieces by invited
photographers from throughout the
State. Many of the entries were available
for sale. The exhibit also included posters
with information about the hurricane’s
wind gusts and storm surge.
The judges for the show included
acclaimed photographer Dwight Hiscano,
Dave DesRochers of the North American
Nature Photography Association and
Philip and Rebecca Witt, long-time
volunteers at the Scherman Hoffman
Wildlife Sanctuary, where they co-lead
the photography workshop series.
– Julie Lange Groth

Bernardsville photo exhibition
winner "Hurricane Dreams"
by David Elwood
SUSTAINABLY PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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Bradley Beach
environmentalist
honored
Capt. Alek Modjeski, formerly a
Bradley Beach Environmental Commission member, received an Environmental
Quality Award from the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for his
leadership role in creating a maritime
forest in the town.
It all began with .4 acre strip of land
that adjoins the northeast corner of
Bradley Beach at the tip of Fletcher
Lake, a freshwater lake. At the end of
summer 2012 the strip, which separates
the beach, boardwalk and dunes from
the lake, was a gravel area used for offseason storage of lifeguard stands and
lockers. When Superstorm Sandy hit, the
beach, dunes and boardwalk were
inundated and the area became a
conduit for ocean water, sand and debris
to fill the lake.
Modjeski suggested the creation of a
small maritime forest in that spot and
secured a small grant for design work.
After Sandy, community interest in
changing the area from a conduit to a
buffer swelled and the project soon
became a partnership of over 17 community, regional and statewide groups. The
local list included the Borough of Bradley
Beach and its Environmental Commission, DPW, Shade Tree Commission plus
the elementary school ECO club, Bradley
Beach Surfcasters and the Fletcher Lake
Commission. Members outside the local
area included the NJ Department of
Environmental Protection, the EPA and
the Rutgers Cooperative Extension.
Funds were raised from various grants
totaling $39,000 and planting took place
in the fall of 2013. Many enthusiastic
volunteers planted more than 20 varieties of salt tolerant trees, shrubs and
grasses. The Environmental Commission
produced a video documenting the
project. (https://vimeo.com/78225471)
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The first section of planting was done
by the Monmouth County Master Gardeners, the Bradley Beach Shade Tree
Commission, Rutgers University and the
Bradley Beach DPW. Later planting was
completed by over 120 volunteers
including the Bradley Beach Surfcasters,
town residents, people from surrounding
communities and a wide variety of
organizations.
Some of the large trees planted in 2013
did not survive the harsh 2013-2014
winter. A second volunteer group gathered to replace them in the fall of 2014.
The completed small forest provides a
more natural shoreline. It should allow
stormwater to infiltrate, and provide a
natural storm barrier for Fletcher Lake.
Many consider it to be a model for other
areas on the Jersey shore. – Steve Carroll

Rahway watershed
mayors endorse 1000
Rain Gardens campaign
The 1000 Rain Garden Campaign in the
Rahway Watershed got an infusion of
new life with an endorsement by the
Mayors Council on Rahway River Watershed Flood Control. The program began
in 2014 as part of a broader effort to
reduce impervious surfaces and implement nonstructural measures to better
control stormwater.
Residents in the Watershed faced over
$100 million in damages during Hurricane
Irene. Nonstructural features such as rain
gardens help to control flooding through
improved stormwater management.
As part of a regional alliance, environmental commissions in Watershed
municipalities took leadership roles in
key stormwater management efforts last
year:
• Numerous rain gardens were built in
Rahway, Millburn, Cranford, and
Springfield at municipal properties,
churches and schools and on residential lots.

A rain garden
being planted at
Fanwood Library

• The Rahway River Watershed Association and Rahway River Watershed
Advisory Board on Stormwater Management held two training sessions for
residents on how to construct a rain
garden.
• Cranford passed a resolution to reduce
the impervious surfaces of all municipal
and school facilities by 10 percent.
• All local planning and zoning boards in
the Watershed received training in
stormwater management best practices and a video was developed.
• A new proposed best practice
stormwater management ordinance
was developed by a regional advisory
board and the Rahway River Watershed Association and presented to all
Watershed communities.

Other encouraging news arrived with
the announcement of funding for the
Rahway River Flood Mitigation Study.
The US Army Corps included $500,000 in
its FY 2015 Workplan, to be matched by
the State as part of a cost sharing
agreement. The President’s FY 2016
Budget recently introduced to the
Congress included a like amount for the
project.
The plan would develop more storage
upstream by lowering Orange Reservoir
to lower peak storm waters downstream
and by making downstream channel
improvements.

Paperless ANJEC Report available!
Instead of waiting for the US Mail, ANJEC members can receive the quarterly ANJEC
Report via email! Benefits include:
• Earlier delivery (one to three weeks ahead of the mailed version);
• Easy, one-click links to articles and references;
• Easily downloaded onto your electronic reading device.
You will also help us reduce the magazine’s carbon footprint by eliminating some
of the paper, printing chemicals and transportation involved with producing our
magazine.
To sign up for a free, members-only subscription to the paperless ANJEC Report just
contact us at info@anjec.org or call (973) 539-7547.
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By Kerry Miller, ANJEC Assistant Director

Solving NJ’s CSO problem
State regulations released March 12 – Five-year planning window
If the Clean Water Act could talk, it might be sobbing
quietly...with a mixture of frustration and measured relief.
Some 43 years after passage of the law designed to clean up
our nation's waters, New Jersey has adopted regulations
requiring towns with combined sewer systems – obsolete systems
that result in polluting New Jersey’s streams, rivers and bays –
to start planning for their remediation. The road ahead is
long, but our State is taking its first serious steps in the right
direction.

In some New Jersey communities, the
stormwater and sanitary sewer systems
are connected in a way that allows raw
sewage to bypass treatment during
storm events, sending the sewage
directly into a water body through one
of 217 separate discharge points
(outfalls). The receiving water bodies
include the Hudson, Passaic,
Hackensack, Delaware, Raritan and
Elizabeth Rivers, and Newark Bay. The
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) estimates that 23
billion gallons of sewage-laden water
takes this route each year, fouling
beaches, rivers and bays. The sewage
discharges affect human health, recreation and tourism, wildlife, the food
chain and the economy. Approximately
one fifth of NJ’s population lives in
combined sewer overflow (CSO) areas,
and many more are potentially affected
via use of shared waterways.
Why has this problem been allowed
to persist for so long? Replacing or
upgrading vast sewer systems in some
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of the State’s oldest and largest communities is a very expensive prospect. Cost
estimates are in the billions, and it is easy
to ignore a problem that exists largely in
pipes that run underground, out of sight
and out of mind of most residents.
But the time has come for New Jersey
to get with the program, says the US
Environmental Protection Agency. And so
NJDEP has developed a new regulatory
program designed to get a handle on the
problem over time. On March 12, the
agency released administrative rules that
will apply to all CSO sewer/utility authorities and all 21 CSO communities:
Bayonne, Camden City, East Newark,
Elizabeth, Fort Lee, Gloucester City,
Guttenberg, Hackensack, Harrison,
Hoboken, Jersey City, Kearny, Newark,
North Bergen, Paterson, Perth Amboy,
Ridgefield Park, Trenton, Union City,
Weehawken and West New York. These
towns and the utility authorities will be
required to adopt short- and long-term
plans, programs and practices to mitigate
the CSO problem.

CSO Control Program
New Jersey’s CSO Control Program
regulates combined sewer systems and
their corresponding overflow points
through the issuance of new NJ Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NJPDES)
permits. The program’s objectives are to
bring these systems into compliance with
the technology and water quality-based
requirements of the Clean Water Act, as
defined in the National CSO Control
Policy.
The New Jersey permits have two
major components:
1. Nine Minimum Controls (NMCs) –
These are measures the CSO entities
must implement to document and
report to NJDEP, characterize the
system, improve flows getting to the
treatment plant, improve public
notification, and update operation and
maintenance procedures. They must
also eliminate CSO pollution during
dry weather, insure maximum use of
the collection system for storage, and
institute pollution prevention measures.
The nine tasks are to be completed in
year one of the permit.
2. Long Term Control Plans (LTCPs) –
These are complex monitoring, engineering and planning initiatives,

including hydraulic analysis of wastewater collection systems, pumping
stations, combined sewer overflows,
regulators and sewage treatment
facilities, designed to identify the most
cost effective array of strategies to
meet the National CSO Control Policy.
Towns must complete their LTCPs
within three years. However, as an
incentive for CSO towns to work
together, NJDEP will allow five years
for multi-town collaborations.

The public’s right to know
A troubling aspect of CSOs up to this
point has been how little information was
released to the public about specific
discharges, despite the fact that they
overflow and discharge pollution to our
waterways with nearly every rain event,
and sometimes even when there is little
or no rain. There was no requirement for
notification of people living close to or
using a CSO river when an overflow
occurred, nor any information on the
duration of the contamination or size of
the local sewage plume. The new permits
require a much higher standard for
informing the community about the
timing and extent of CSO releases
through websites, signage and other

CSO diagram
Courtesy of USEPA
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outreach, which should not only help to
lower public exposure to sewage, but
increase the public’s interest in solving
the problem. The permits also require
community and public participation in
the development of Long Term Control
Plans.
There are many options for mitigating
CSOs, and it is likely that each affected
community will utilize a mix of techniques to meet its obligations. Options
include:
• Green infrastructure;
• Rehabilitation and improved operation
and maintenance of existing systems;
• Reconstruction to separate the sewer
systems;
• Inflow/infiltration reduction (reducing
the total flow into the systems so that
overflows are reduced);
• “End-of-pipe” treatment technologies;
• Expansion of treatment facilities;
• Storage of stormwater (for later
release, to reduce peaks that cause
overflows).

Green infrastructure
The tendency with a traditional
infrastructure problem like CSOs is to
assume that the solutions all depend on
new high-cost, built (“grey”) infrastructure. However, there is great potential to
mitigate the CSO problem and reduce
costs through the use of green infrastructure techniques such as raingardens,
vegetated swales, green roofs, reducing
and disconnecting impervious surfaces,
natural retention basins, and use of
pervious pavement.
These strategies are cheaper than
major grey infrastructure projects, they
can be implemented incrementally and
often more quickly, and they frequently
have additional benefits such as
streetscape and habitat enhancement.
Every gallon of stormwater that doesn’t
make its way into the storm sewer
system is one less gallon requiring a
costly infrastructure solution.
The City of Camden, which has 180
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miles of CSO pipes and 22 outfalls, has
already embraced the use of green
infrastructure to help solve both its
flooding and CSO problems. Through its
Camden SMART initiative, the City and
its residents are collaborating to create
rain gardens, plant trees, and install rain
barrels to reduce overall stormwater
flows, which will reduce the amount of
hard infrastructure required to eliminate
CSO pollution.
Environmental commissions can work
with their municipalities to plan and
implement rain gardens and other green
infrastructure projects, as can green
teams and community organizations.
Nonprofit groups sometimes have access
to sources of project funding not available to the local government.
New Jersey’s older cities are the
locations of CSOs, but they are also the
places likely to absorb much of the new
development and population increases
over the next few decades. Riverfront
activity is a key to economic development, and raw sewage just doesn’t fit
into the mix. It is imperative, and fiscally
prudent, to eliminate CSO pollution in
order to make these communities livable
and economically viable. Hopefully, the
new NJDEP regulations will spur action
and creativity to solve a problem that has
gone on far too long.
More info
• Visit NJDEP’s CSO webpage at www.nj.gov/
dep/dwq/cso.htm for complete information
on the new CSO permits and to see a map
of New Jersey’s many CSO outfalls.
• Read “Ripple Effects,” by Dr. Daniel
VanAbs, a recent study of the CSO problem
in this State, commissioned by NJ Future
(www.njfuture.org/2014/05/06/new-reportwater-infrastructure/).

The new
urban sensibility
By James W. Hughes and Joseph J. Seneca
James W. Hughes is distinguished professor and dean, and Joseph
J. Seneca is distinguished university professor of economics, both at
the Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy at
Rutgers University. This article is drawn from a Rutgers regional
report, “The Receding Metropolitan Perimeter,” available online at
http://tinyurl.com/oped-rutgers. They are also the authors of “New
Jersey’s Postsuburban Economy.”

R

elentless suburban population
growth and urban decline defined the
decades following World War II. In the
broad, four-state metropolitan region
centered on Manhattan, population kept
moving ever outward to an expanding
periphery. It ultimately reached New
Jersey’s western-edge counties of Sussex,
Warren and Hunterdon. By the end of
the 20th Century, the population growth
frontier had leapfrogged across the
Delaware River into the Poconos (Pike
and Monroe counties in Pennsylvania).
But, the 21st century has heralded a
new spatial pattern. Metropolitan
overexpansion may have run its course
and is now being corrected. In the
post-Great Recession years (2010-2013),
suburban population growth slowed
dramatically. Concurrently, population
growth in the historic core of the
metropolitan region surpassed that of
the suburbs. In an equally striking new
development, the once rapidly growing
counties on the metropolitan outer
periphery actually suffered population
declines.
Let’s examine the statistical evidence.
The 1950-to-1980 period was one of
intense residential suburbanization and
SUSTAINABLY PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER

urban flight in the 35-county, four-state
(New Jersey, Connecticut, New York, and
Pennsylvania) metropolitan region
centered on Manhattan. The region
consists of an eight-county dense
regional core and a 27-county suburban
ring. The new surging postwar suburbs of
the ’50s, ’60s and ’70s were an escape
from inner city turmoil, crime, poverty,
failing schools, deteriorating public
transit, ever-higher taxes and recurring
fiscal crises.
Between 1950 and 1980, all of the 27
suburban ring counties experienced
explosive population growth, in total
gaining more than 5.3 million people. At
the same time, five of the eight regional
core counties (Brooklyn, Manhattan and
the Bronx in New York and Essex and
Hudson counties in New Jersey) experienced declines, losing almost 1.5 million
people.
As a result, the metropolitan region
was transformed. In 1950, the
eight-county regional core’s population
(9.8 million) was 72 percent greater than
the suburban ring’s (5.7 million). By 1980,
the suburban ring’s population (11
million) was 20 percent larger than the
regional core’s (9 million).
ANJEC REPORT – Spring 2015
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A startling
reversal
But a startling
reversal of
demographic
fortune has
recently unfolded. Between
2010 and 2013 – a
period which
represents the
crest-of-the-wave
demographic
trajectory – a
fundamentally
different growth dynamic emerged: a
sharp deceleration of suburban population growth, actual population shrinkage
in the counties on the outer metropolitan
perimeter and strong urban resurgence.
The regional core has emerged as the
locomotive of the region’s demographic
train, accounting for 69.3 percent of the
region’s total population growth – the
suburban ring just 30.7 percent.
This is unparalleled in postwar annals.
Brooklyn, once the poster child of urban
decline, was the unquestioned growth
leader in the post-2010 period. Its total
population increase of 82,426 people
between 2010 and 2013 – nearly a quarter
of the region’s total population growth –
is a startling turnaround from its
1950-1980 performance, when it shed
more than a half million people.
In the suburban ring, the highest
growth totals were achieved by three
inlying counties adjacent or close to the
regional core: Bergen County (NJ),
Westchester (NY) and Fairfield (CT).
However, there were 12 suburban counties – out of a total of 27 suburban
counties – that lost population between
2010 and 2013. Thus, more than 44
percent of the counties in the suburban
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A green fair in Paterson

ring experienced demographic contraction. All of the population-losing counties
were on the metropolitan outer rim.

Significant changes
Many factors underlie the major transformation that is taking place. The
post-2010 period has been characterized
by significant changes in many of the
dynamics that formerly propelled massive
regional suburbanization. Major gains in
public safety, fiscal stability, quality of life
and fashionability in New York City
removed a crucial impetus to suburbanize.
Changes in the structural composition
of the national and regional economies
accelerated during and after the Great
Recession of 2007-2009, changing workplace geography. New demographics
began to reshape the workforce, workplace preferences and housing markets.
The baby boom, the most
suburban-centric generation in history,
now confronts retirement and is starting
to represent the workforce of the past –
and the suburban values spawned in the
’50, ’60s and ’70s.
In their stead, their children – echo
boomers/millennials – are rapidly becoming today’s critical workforce dynamic.

Now in their 20s and early 30s, they are a
tech-savvy, collaborative generation,
wanting to live in higher-density activity
environments, and do not, in general,
find suburban employment and
one-dimensional insular office campuses
particularly attractive.
The most talented and highly skilled of
these are now known as the digerati –
and because of their labor market skills,
they have even stronger work, location
and lifestyle preferences and impacts.
Their perspective on the world is quite
different from their baby boom parents.
Profound advances in information
technology, particularly mobile information technology, and the forces of
globalization have fundamentally altered
the nature of knowledge-based work and
its underlying business models. Already,
this technology is providing ubiquitous
connectivity, unshackling and untethering
workers from fixed-in-place information
technology systems. But such innovations
have both centralizing and decentralizing
effects, and are fostering innovative,
collaborative and clustered live-work-play
urban environments despite this new
freedom.

desire for insulated and isolated suburban office campuses. New locational
preferences centered on a different set of
social and physical attributes have
gained momentum. At the same time,
the once glittering, spanking-new,
leading-edge suburban office agglomerations of the ’80s are aging and, in many
cases, have become obsolete and now
require a repositioning and repurposing.
An old adage says: “Three years do
not a trend make.” It remains to be seen
whether these early indicators of fundamental change continue. Nonetheless, it
is clear that the postwar era of unbridled
suburbanization/urban decline has
attenuated. And the recent pattern of
population recentralization/perimeter
contraction suggests that transformative
regional change is now beginning to
reveal itself.
This article originally appeared in The Record on
Nov. 23, 2014.

A new corporate urbanism
Corporate America, too, has been
transformed, with a new corporate
urbanism supplanting the once obsessive

Got an idea for the
ANJEC Report?
The ANJEC Report welcomes submissions or suggestions
from our readers.
• Is there a topic or issue you'd like us to write about?
• Have you recently completed a project that would be of
interest to other local environmentalists?
• Would you like to author an article in your area of
expertise?
If so, please let us hear from you. Your input is valuable.
Just email the editor at jlange@anjec.org.
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Off-road vehicle
damage in the
Pinelands
The destruction is endless!

I

By Jaclyn Rhoads, Ph.D., Assistant Executive Director,
Pinelands Preservation Alliance

llegal off-road vehicle use is one of
the greatest threats to preserved open
space. Off-road vehicles (ORVs) can
compact soils, disturb wetlands, destroy
vegetation and cause sedimentation and
erosion of waterways. The vehicles
typically access areas that aren’t patrolled by law enforcement or traveled
by the general public for low impact
recreation such as birding, hiking, etc.
Pinelands Preservation Alliance and
nearly 30 partner organizations (including ANJEC) throughout New Jersey have
been fighting the destruction caused by
illegal off-road vehicles by seeking policy
reforms, increased enforcement, and
restoration of damaged sites for over a
decade, but there is little collective
information about the extent of the
damage and where
the damage is occurring on state-owned
lands.
In 2014, Pinelands
Preservation Alliance
received funding from
the William Penn
Foundation to survey
and map sites of

ATV damage in Wharton
Forest, Burlington County
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illegal off-road vehicle damage and
dumping on State-owned lands in the
Pinelands. South Jersey Land and Water
Trust conducted the survey on behalf of
Pinelands Preservation Alliance and
documented 114 sites of damage even
though there are many more. The type of
landscapes damaged by the illegal
dumping and ORV use included sand
roads, upland forests, savannahs, forested
and open wetlands, vernal pools and
historic sites. These sites were found
throughout the following wildlife management areas: Cedar Lake, Makepeace Lake,
Peaslee, Stafford Forge, White Oak
Branch, and Winslow, Greenwood and
Wharton State Forests.
Wharton State Forest in the Pinelands,
which is the largest single tract of land

within the New Jersey State Park
System, suffers significant damage from
illegal ORV use. South Jersey Land and
Water Trust documented destruction at
46 sites – with many more to be surveyed. The single most important parts
of the Pinelands are its extensive core
forests, like Wharton, lying mostly within
the Pinelands Preservation Area established by the Pinelands Protection Act.
This area enjoys strong regulatory
protections, large-scale public and
private preserved lands, and characteristic Pine Barrens ecology; it also holds
the healthiest waters of the KirkwoodCohansey aquifer. Despite large-scale
conservation ownership, however, the
core Pine Barrens is suffering from abuse
and poor stewardship by these vehicles.
To give an example of the type of
damage found at some of the sites,
Winslow Wildlife Management Area
suffers impacts from extensive driving in
vernal pools that contain various species
of frogs and native flora. In one location,
green frog, southern leopard frog, cricket
frog, and floating hearts (Nymphoides
cordata) were found in an area of about
2,000 square feet of all-terrain vehicle
and monster truck disturbance along
with various debris including bottles.
While some species may still exist in
some of the sites, there are spots where
remnants of both plants and animals

show the extent of damage caused by the
vehicles. It is disturbing to realize that so
much damage goes unrecorded without
prosecuting the offenders, but fortunately,
this project begins to address the documentation problem.
New Jersey Conservation Foundation
and PPA have mapped the locations,
including details on type of habitat,
square footage of damage, rare species
present, photos and specific location with
latitude and longitude. The map is
available on PPA’s website at
www.pinelandsalliance.org. The goal of
this project is to increase education and
awareness about this problem, understand the extent of damage, and identify
areas in need of restoration.
At this point, more work needs to be
done to restore damaged areas and
prevent future damage of these sites on
State-owned land. In particular, volunteers are working with Wharton State
Forest to restore these sites by blocking
access, installing signs and directing
increased enforcement in these areas.
Our hope is that this work will serve as
a model for State lands throughout the
rest of New Jersey and that we can
continue to document the damage in
other areas in the Pinelands, so that we
can reverse the damage and prevent
future harm to additional sites.

ANJEC is proud to be a member
of Earth Share New Jersey.

For more information
contact ANJEC
at (973) 539-7547
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Spill Act upheld
By Sandy Batty, ANJEC Executive Director Emeritus
On January 26, 2015, the NJ Supreme
Court rendered a decision that the
Statute of Limitations does not apply in
cases of contamination under the State’s
Spill Act: NJ Spill Compensation and
Control Act, N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11f(a)(2)(a).
In doing so, the Supreme Court reversed
the appellate court’s earlier decision,
which had said that people could file for
contamination damages claims only in
the six years allowed under the Statute
of Limitations.
Represented by the Columbia Environmental Law Clinic, ANJEC, along with
five other nonprofit environmental
organizations, filed an Amicus brief in
the case, Morristown Associates v. Grant
Oil Co. The brief pointed out that

“remediation of contaminated sites is
critical to New Jersey’s economic, social
and environmental success; this is demonstrated by the Legislature’s continued
commitment to facilitate the remediation
of significant contamination affecting
New Jersey and the hardship that a
Statute of Limitations defense imposes on
this effort.”
The Court found that the Spill Act had
no provision to allow the Statute of
Limitations to be used as a defense
against contributing to a cleanup.
“The Spill Act is remedial legislation
designed to cast a wide net over those
responsible for hazardous substances and
their discharge on the land and waters of
this state,” the Court said.

In the Highlands
By David Peifer, ANJEC Highlands Project Director

Governor signs off on Highlands
“dual appraisal method”
On February 5, Governor Christie
signed legislation, passed unanimously
by both houses, that reauthorizes the use
of the “dual appraisal methodology” in
determining the value of Highlands land
to be purchased for open space and for
development rights purchases under New
Jersey’s Farmland Preservation Program.
The extension runs through June 20,
2019.
The reauthorization allows values to be
determined by two appraisals, one based
on current conditions (with the Highlands
Act, local zoning and State regulations
currently in place) and a second ap-
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praisal based on regulations as they
existed in 2004 prior to the adoption of
the Highlands Act.
The process, designed to provide
“fairness” to landowners pursuing land
preservation under the original Highlands
Act, expired in 2009. It was reauthorized
by the Legislature in 2010 but again
expired in 2014.
The process calls for the higher of the
two values to be used as the “basis for
negotiation” for open space and development rights purchases, and assumes that
the “before” appraisal will be the higher of
the two.
Environmental commissions working on
open space projects should advise landown-

ers that the dual appraisal is once again
available and that they can get online
information from www.nj.gov/dep/
greenacres/ and www.nj.gov/agriculture/
sadc/farmpreserve/.

Proposed new Highlands
program for “land owner equity”
In January, the Highlands Council
released its first formal rulemaking
process since the agency’s formation in
2004. The Council proposed a program to
provide new funding for the purchase of
Highlands Development Credits (HDCs),
and provide matching money for open
space acquisitions.
The proposed program, entitled the
Land Owner Equity and Land Preservation Program, is funded with $9 million in
mitigation payments from PSE&G in
connection with construction of the
Susquehanna-Roseland Electric Transmission Line. The mitigation agreement
gives priority to properties in close
proximity to the Susquehanna-Roseland
transmission line project and scenic
resources in need of protection.
Commissions involved in land preservation planning may want to review their

planning along the power line route and also
consider specific parcels with high scenic
quality.
The Highlands Water Protection and
Planning Act authorized the creation of the
Highlands Development Credit (HDC) Bank
and a transfer of development rights
program. The program began in 2008
after the adoption of the Regional Master
Plan. Initial funding was provided by a $10
million allocation from the State Transfer
of Development Rights Bank.
By the end of 2014 over $8 million had
been used to purchase 518.25 HDCs, at
$16,000 each. These credits protected about
603 acres at an average cost of $13,748/acre
in the Highlands Preservation Area. All the
HDCs were purchased and no private
transactions or re-sales had taken place.
Importantly, no receiving zones to
accept HDCs have been established despite
simplifying criteria and opening up the
entire State to host receiving zones. The
proposed draft program would give
priority to properties with high conservation or agricultural value. The Regional
Master Plan has mapped such lands as:
• Special Environmental Zones,
• “low,” “moderate,” and “high” Conservation Priority Lands and

West Milford
Lake in the NJ
Highlands
Ann Grenader
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• “low,” “moderate,” and “high” Agricultural Priority lands.
All categories may be viewed on the
Highlands Interactive Map under “Preservation Priority,” down to the lot and
block level. Applications are still being
taken (pending rule development) for the
HDC program as well.
Commissions involved in open space
planning may want to compare their open
space plans to the Highlands Council
preservation priorities.
The Open Space Matching Grant
Program, which will also utilize the
identified preservation priorities, is
designed to partner with State agencies,
Highlands counties, municipal governments and charitable conservancies. The
Council will accept applications for feesimple acquisitions or conservation
purchases. Owners who are partnering
with government or private land conservancies are eligible for funding, but not
individual property owners.

Eligible projects
Fee-simple acquisitions for conservation and passive recreation within the
Highlands Region are eligible for the
Open Space Matching Grant Program,
including:
• parkland, natural areas and greenways;
• ecologically sensitive areas as identified in the RMP;
• easements within the Highlands Region
for parkland, natural areas and
greenways;
• farmland preservation and protection
of ecologically sensitive areas in
Agricultural Priority Areas as identified
in the RMP.

Ineligible projects
Expenditures not eligible for grant
funding include:
• purchase of sites containing significant
environmental contamination, such as
former landfills, sites with a history of
operating as a facility with substantial
likelihood for onsite contamination,
and sites listed on the NJDEP Known
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Contaminated Sites List (remediated
sites may be eligible);
• purchase of sites already preserved or
acquired under the land use application
process by government agencies or
charitable conservancies;
• administrative or operational costs of
the applicant, or current or former
owners;
• construction or development projects,
including capital improvements,
recreation improvements, infrastructure
projects and the restoration, rehabilitation or reconstruction of any structure
without the purchase of underlying
lands;
• maintenance, care, custodial or
policing expenditures, including
grounds maintenance, restoration or
reconstruction;
• ceremonial or publicity expenses;
• interest, bonding expenses or other
financing costs;
• fundraising or lobbying expense;
• interpretive activities, such as displays,
signs etc.
The Draft Land Owner Equity and Land
Preservation Program is available for
review and comment on the Highlands
Council’s website (www.state.nj.us./
njhighlands/). There will be a public
hearing as part of the formal rulemaking
process and publication of the proposed
rule in the New Jersey Register.
Commissions with experience in land
preservation projects may want to review
the Draft Program and comment at their
earliest convenience.

Spring
environmental
checklist
By N. Dini Checko, ANJEC Resource Center

S

pring is the time for growth and
renewal and an ideal opportunity to take
action, and assess and educate your
community about protecting your local
environment from seasonal threats. Here
are some examples.

Municipal actions
• Ordering winter road salt: Springtime
is when municipalities assess inventory
and reorder for the coming winter. A
proper salt management program
includes identifying salt-vulnerable
areas, developing standards for proper
storage, transportation and distribution
and promoting a public education
campaign about the effects of winter
salt to urban and natural environments. The “Smart about Salt Campaign” is a great resource from our
Canadian neighbors:
www.smartaboutsalt.com.
• Irrigation systems: New
Jersey law requires
irrigation systems
installed after September 8, 2000, to be
equipped with rain
sensors. Municipalities
should consider routine
public education,
monitoring and inspec-

tions, including inspections at time of
sale and when issuing a Certificate of
Occupancy. Also consider an outdoor
water conservation ordinance that is
more stringent than the sensor law by
requiring a rain sensor on all automatic
systems, regardless of installation date.
For more information:
www.njwatersavers.rutgers.edu/
For%20Municipalies_Support%20for%20
Ordinances.html.
• Fertilizing: New Jersey’s Fertilizer Law
prohibits fertilizer application during or
just before heavy rainfall, onto an
impervious surface, or onto frozen
ground. Confirm that products are
using slow-release nitrogen and no
phosphorus except in certain conditions. Make sure your lawncare professional is trained and licensed to apply
fertilizer: Learn more at www.nj.gov/
dep/healthylawnshealthywater.

Nest building is on the
Golden-winged Warbler’s
checklist in spring.
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Surveys
Dust off y0ur Environmental Resource
Inventory or Natural Resource Inventory
and consider adding some additional
items, such as:
• Rare plant survey: Blooming season is
a crucial time to conduct rare plant
surveys.
• Breeding bird survey: Any time after
approximately February 1, birds may
begin breeding, making nests, and
laying eggs.
• Wetland delineation: Although wetland
delineation studies can be conducted at
any time of the year, the best season is
around April and May when the three
indicators of wetlands (plants, soils,
and hydrology) are optimal for accurate delineation.

Spring planting and lawn care
• Share a list of local native plants/
shrubs/trees with community members.
Discuss the importance of not building
mulch volcanoes around trees and
using a cutting/leaving approach for
grass clippings. Many environmental
commissions have adapted the New
Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection brochure available for

download at: www.state.nj.us/dep/
dshw/recycling/brochures/
recycling%20brochures/grass.pdf
• Support monarch butterflies and other
pollinators by creating appropriate
habitat or plant a community garden
and/or rain gardens.

Trash-free waters
• Tell the story of where and what
happens to all that melting snow and
rain showers in your town. Which
watershed and/or rivers do the storm
drains release into?
• Educate on the importance of keeping
litter, pet waste, motor oil, etc., out of
storm drains.
For more ideas and information, visit:
www.nj.gov/dep/watershedrestoration/
waterbook_chp9.html
Elements of this checklist can be
communicated through blogs, articles,
green fairs, social media and township
websites.
More resources
Contact the ANJEC Resource Center for samples of
local brochures and other outreach tools created by
environmental commissions and other groups.

Commissioners’ Course
In March, ANJEC
hosted its popular
annual course,
Fundamentals for
Environmental
Commissions, in halfday sessions in Haddon
Twp., Pennington and
Roseland. Among the
topics were: the powers
and responsibilities of
effective environmental
commissions, land use planning and site plan review. Above, participants at the Haddon
Twp. training on March 7 review a site plan together.
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Donor Spotlight

Chris Allyn
ANJEC is proud of educating environmental commissioners (ECs) and mobilizing grassroots action to protect and
restore New Jersey’s natural environment
for 45 years. We couldn’t do it without
the backing of our steadfast supporters
and volunteers.
Chris Allyn is one such long-time
supporter who has worked tirelessly to
ensure that ANJEC can continue to
empower the more than 360 environmental commissions throughout the State to
advocate for clean drinking water,
protection of open spaces, and sustainable use of natural resources.
Allyn is a recently retired member of
ANJEC’s Board of Trustees, and long-time
member of the Harding Environmental
Commission. “ANJEC helps ECs do the
best work they can do. ECs identify what
needs to be done in their community,
and ANJEC identifies how to make it
happen,” according to Allyn.
He says he was motivated to become
involved and support ANJEC because
contributions are multiplied as the
organization helps EC members become
the best environmental stewards and
advocates they can be. ANJEC is a small
organization, but it educates and empow-

ers thousands
of grassroots
volunteers
serving as
environmental
commissioners. ECs
protect the
Chris Allyn with ANJEC
local environAdvisory Board Member
ment, and
Martha Lieblich at
local environANJEC's 40th anniversary
ment matters.
party in May 2009
Allyn is also
proud to have established ANJEC’s Annual
Trustee Challenge, which provides a
framework to encourage the Board of
Trustees and the Advisory Council to
support the long-term fiscal health of
ANJEC. The program’s twin goals (100
percent Board participation and overall
dollar targets) support ANJEC’s reputation
with funding organizations.
“ANJEC is an outstanding organization
with high ethical values that works
collaboratively with ECs, other nonprofits,
and government officials. One of ANJEC’s
strengths is building strong community to
secure environmental protection for future
generations,” Allyn said.
You, too, can become a member of
ANJEC and help us mobilize environmental
commissions to protect and restore New
Jersey’s environment. Donate today at
www.anjec.org

When your generosity survives you
If you want to keep helping the environment, even after you're gone,
consider a bequest to ANJEC. When Nan Hunter Walnut, beloved environmental advocate for the Pinelands, passed away in 2013, she left a generous
bequest to ANJEC. She understood the value of environmental commissions,
and her abiding support of ANJEC in its mission became a part of her lasting
legacy of protecting the environment
A testamentary gift may be one arising from a donor's last will and testament, or a revocable living trust that is structured to make charitable contributions after your death. Talk with your financial or tax advisor to learn
whether testamentary giving is right for you.
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Save the date!

A.J. Meerwald tours on the Hudson River
Thursday, July 16 – Sunday, July 19

Join ANJEC and other friends on a series of sails on New Jersey’s official tall ship,
the A.J. Meerwald, a restored 115-foot oyster schooner built in 1928. View the New York Skyline
and majestic Palisades while learning about the history, environment and culture along the Hudson.
Most sails depart from Alpine Boat Basin.
This year the A.J. Meerwald will also offer Perth Amboy sails on June 19, 20 and 21.
Check the ANJEC web site (www.anjec.org) for times, starting points and destinations.
To sign up for a specific sail, email ANJEC at info@anjec.org or call (973) 539-7547
Co-sponsored by Association of NJ Environmental Commissions, Crossroads of the
American Revoluton Natonal Heritage Area, and Tenafly Nature Center
ANJEC depends on our business members to help pay for the cost of printing
the ANJEC Report. Please let them know that you saw their ad here.
Remember, however, that ANJEC does not necessarily endorse any of these firms.

Delivering Solutions

hatchmott.com | 800.832.3272

headquarters: iselin, nj

72 ofﬁces throughout north america

Consulting Engineers &
Environmental Scientists

AMY S. GREENE ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSULTANTS, INC.
• ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES INVENTORIES
• GREENWAY PLANS • OPEN SPACE STEWARDSHIP PLANS
• EXPERT TESTIMONY • VEGETATION/WILDLIFE SURVEYS
• POND & STREAM RESTORATION • REFORESTATION PLANS
• GIS MAPPING

4 Walter E. Foran Blvd., Suite 209, Flemington, NJ 08822
Tel 908-788-9676
Fax 908-788-6788
mail@amygreene.com
www.amygreene.com
Providing Environmental and Ecological Services
for OVER 28 YEARS
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Environmental Consulting
Thomas D’Angelo
17 Indian Terrace
Lafayette, NJ 07848
973-875-8585
Fax: 973-875-8080

Planning and Designing a Better New Jersey
since 1976

Environmental Impacts • Resource Inventories
Grants • Wetlands

Casey & Keller, Inc.
CIVIL ENGINEERS, LAND SURVEYORS, PLANNERS

PARK DESIGN
GREEN ACRES SURVEYS
REDEVELOPMENT

P.O. Box 191
258 Main Street
Millburn, NJ 07041
Ph 973-379-3280
Fx 973-379-7993

www.caseyandkeller.com

Don’t Miss Out!
If we don’t have your current
email address, you could be missing
valuable information from ANJEC.
ANJEC is depending more and more on
email to share late-breaking environmental
news, announcements about trainings and
grants, and other developing information of
interest to local environmentalists. To make
sure you’re in the loop, send your current
email address to info@anjec.org.
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ANJEC depends on our business members to help pay for the cost of printing
the ANJEC Report. Please let them know that you saw their ad here.
Remember, however, that ANJEC does not necessarily endorse any of these firms.
• Endangered Species Surveys
• Wildlife Inventories/Studies
• Habitat Mitigation Proposals

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS
Jill Stein Dodds
President
jsdodds@biostarassociates.com
(908) 234-0870
(908) 996-3214
• Photography
• Wetland Delineations
• Ecological Impact Assessments • Expert Testimony

AIR • WATER • SOIL • SOLID WASTE
CONSULTANTS
239 US Hwy 22 East
Green Brook,
New Jersey 08812

(732) 968-9600
Fax: (732) 968-5279
www.rtpenv.com

Donald F. Elias
A. Roger Greenway

The environmentally-conscious
choice for safe, responsible, and
efficient concrete washout!

Get the latest news on the
environment

Read the

ANJEC News
a biweekly e-newsletter for
environmental commissions
and others who care about
natural resources in NJ

Emailed FREE
Lower Total Cost Alternative
100% Compliant
EPA Recommended
Reclaimed Concrete is Recycled
HaftekCWS@yahoo.com
www.concretewashoutnjny.com

877-NYC-WS88
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to ANJEC members and
supporters
See the latest issue at
www.anjecnews.com

ANJEC depends on our business members to help pay for the cost of printing
the ANJEC Report. Please let them know that you saw their ad here.
Remember, however, that ANJEC does not necessarily endorse any of these firms.

Financial
Incentives
for
Energy
Efﬁciency

In Our Ofﬁce
Monthly utility bills were a growing part of our operating expenses.
Incentives from New Jersey’s Clean Energy Program™ cut the upfront
cost of a new energy-efﬁcient lighting system.

Now Our Future Looks Bright.
To learn more, visit NJCleanEnergy.com/SSB or call 866-NJSMART
to speak with a program representative.
Rebuilding after Sandy? Rebuild smarter! Energy efﬁciency incentives have been
increased by 50% and there are new incentives for food service equipment.
Visit NJCleanEnergy.com/SANDY for details.
NJ SmartStart Buildings® is a registered trademark. Use of the trademark
without permission of the NJ Board of Public Utilities is prohibited.
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Thanks to ANJEC

Contributors

PSE&G
Atlantic City Electric
Church & Dwight Co., Inc.
New Jersey Natural Gas
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company

Watershed Assessment & Restoration
Environmental & Biological Assessments
Environmental Modeling Studies
Stormwater & Wastewater Management
Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy
James F. Cosgrove, Jr., Principal
Research Park, 321 Wall Street, Princeton, NJ 08540-1515
Tel: (609) 924-8821x111 Fax: (609) 924-8831
jcosgrove@kleinfelder.com

ROGER D. MELLICK
TEL 800-448-1862 908-236-6335 FAX 908-236-7716
mellickr@cs.com
Lebanon, New Jersey 08833 Modesto, California
95354

Network with ANJEC
Social networking can offer important tools for staying connected,
getting news out quickly and gathering feedback in a world where people
have many choices for how they communicate. That’s why ANJEC is now on
both Facebook and Twitter. We’d love to highlight your town’s successes on
our Facebook page, so please “friend” us at www.facebook.com/ANJECpage
and then post your commission or green team events, activities and accomplishments. And if you use Twitter (www.twitter.com), please follow
@ANJECtweets and we’ll return the favor!
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ENVIRONMENTAL &
ENGINEERING STUDIES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Environmental Impact Statements
Wetland Studies
Floodplain Studies and Flood Control
Stormwater Best Management Practices
Natural Resource Inventories
Site Evaluation Studies
Permits
Expert Testimony

ENVIRONMENTAL
LAND USE PLANNING
●
●

●
●
●
●

Community Master Plans
Zoning and Land
Development Ordinances
Environmental Ordinances
Site Plans & Subdivisions
Development Feasibility Studies
Expert Testimony

John A. Thonet, PE, PP
14 Upper Kingtown Road • Pittstown, NJ 08867
Tel: 908.238.0473 • Fax: 908.238.9164
john.thonet@thonetassociates.com

www.thonetassociates.com
Sail on the A J Meerwald with us!
See page 30 for more information.
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